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ABSTRACT
Adenosine-to-inosine (A-to-I) RNA editing alters
the original genomic content of the human
transcriptome and is essential for maintenance of
normal life in mammals. A-to-I editing in Alu
repeats is abundant in the human genome, with
many thousands of expressed Alu sequences
undergoing editing. Little is known so far about the
contribution of Alu editing to transcriptome com-
plexity. Transcripts derived from a single edited
Alu sequence can be edited in multiple sites, and
thus could theoretically generate a large number
of different transcripts. Here we explored whether
the combinatorial potential nature of edited Alu
sequences is actually fulfilled in the human trans-
criptome. We analyzed datasets of editing sites
and performed an analysis of a detailed transcript
set of one edited Alu sequence. We found that
editing appears at many more sites than detected
by earlier genomic screens. To a large extent,
editing of different sites within the same transcript
is only weakly correlated. Thus, rather than finding
a few versions of each transcript, a large number
of edited variants arise, resulting in immense
transcript diversity that eclipses alternative
splicing as mechanism of transcriptome diversity,
although with less impact on the proteome.
INTRODUCTION
Diversity at the posttranscriptional stages has been
suggested to explain much of the discrepancy between
gene number and organismal complexity. For example,
Caenorhabditis elegans and humans share a similar
number of genes, while the human is considered to be a
much more complex organism. The most highly studied
mechanism capable of achieving this diversity by increas-
ing the number of diﬀerent transcripts derived from a
single gene is alternative splicing, wherein diﬀerent sets
of the pre-RNA molecular regions (introns) are removed
to form the mature RNA molecule. However, an
additional, less-explored mechanism for transcriptome
diversity exists, known as RNA editing.
Adenosine-to-inosine (A-to-I) RNA editing, resulting in
nucleoside modiﬁcation, is performed by the adenosine
deaminases (ADAR) family of proteins, which act on
RNA. The splicing and translational machineries
recognize inosine (I) as guanosine (G). Therefore the
result of ADAR editing consists of genomically encoded
adenosines that are read as guanosines in the RNA
sequence (1). Until recently, this modiﬁcation was
considered to be rare in the human genome, with only a
handful of sites known. In recent years, however, it was
revealed that thousands of human genes are subjected to
A-to-I RNA editing, mainly within their untranslated
regions and introns (2–5). The editing events occur
primarily within Alu repeats—primate-speciﬁc repetitive
elements that comprise about 10% of the human
genome (6)—due to their tendency to form dsRNA struc-
tures that are considered necessary for editing to take
place.
Virtually all editing locations found so far [currently
more than 15000 sites (2,4,5)] were detected while
aligning cDNA/EST sequences to their corresponding
genomic loci, where clusters of A-to-G mismatches
indicate editing events. This approach, while powerful
for detection of edited Alu, suﬀers from two shortcomings.
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supported by only a single RNA sequence. The low
coverage gives little information about the editing
patterns in any particular Alu sequence (2–5,7–9).
Speciﬁcally, it is not known how Alu editing contributes
to transcriptome diversity; a cluster of editing events can
potentially generate a large number of diﬀerent
transcripts, up to 2
N diﬀerent transcripts (N representing
the number of adenosine sites in the Alu), if the individual
editing events within a given Alu are not correlated. On
the other hand, if editing sites are highly correlated,
similar to the pattern of genomic SNPs which are
grouped together in haplotype clusters, they may
contribute much less to transcriptome complexity; in the
extreme case of maximally correlated editing events, only
two versions of the transcript will be found—a fully edited
transcript and a non-edited one. No systematic eﬀorts
have been done so far to determine which of the two
scenarios is closer to the biological reality.
Moreover, due to the low coverage, it is not clear how
representative the detected editing sites are, and what is
the actual number of editing sites per Alu. Clearly, this
RNA-based approach is biased toward sites edited with
high eﬃciency. However, the eﬃcacy of many known
editing events is much lower than 50%, leaving most of
the editing sites invisible for detection by this method.
In contrast, direct sequencing approaches used to detect
sites subject to low-level editing can reveal the average
editing level per site, but do not provide the ‘digital’
picture, i.e. the editing status for individual transcripts;
thus, information about the transcript diversity generated
by Alu editing is still largely missing and is needed in order
to promote our understanding of the biological roles of
RNA editing. Therefore, higher-coverage sequencing is
desired in order to better characterize RNA editing.
Here we provide a ﬁrst comprehensive description of
diversity generated by Alu editing combinations, based
on analysis of available genome-wide editing data and
sequencing information of one particular Alu sequence.
We found that the number of editing sites per Alu was
much higher than reported previously, with many weakly
edited sites and with each transcript having a diﬀerent set
of editing sites. This leads to a large number of diﬀerent
transcripts from each edited gene. Since thousands of genes
contain edited Alu sequences, we suggest that the
transcriptome diversity derived from editing is highly
underestimated and eclipses alternative splicing as
mechanism of transcriptome diversity, although probably
with less impact on the proteome. Moreover, the
availability of large sets of edited clones allowed us to
reconstruct an ‘editing tree’, in which we can describe a
possible model of the editing paths that generated the
diﬀerent edited transcripts from a single locus.
METHODS
Analysis of genome-wide editing data
In order to investigate the diversity of transcripts in the
human transcriptome, we used a publicly available (5)
dataset (accessible at http://www.cgen.com/research/
Publications/AtoIEditing/RNAEDITING.html).
This set was derived from alignment of more than 5
million ESTs to the human genome, when clusters of A
to G mismatches were detected as a signature of editing.
Using such a large dataset allowed, in many cases, the
identiﬁcation of more than one edited transcript per
locus of edited Alu. However, due to the high rate of
errors in dbEST [3% sequencing errors (10)] substantial
cleaning procedures were employed to the EST/genome
alignment in order to achieve reliable prediction of
editing sites, and many ESTs were discarded [full details
of the procedure are available in (5)]. For the analysis of
transcript diversity, only clusters of edited Alu with more
than four identiﬁed editing sites that are supported by at
least four diﬀerent ESTs were used. ESTs that did not
overlap with all sites in a cluster were not considered.
For each cluster, the subcluster with the largest number
of ESTs was selected. RefSeq sequences were removed
from the analysis since they represent exact copies of
one of the RNA sequences.
Multiple alignment
Multiple alignment of the clones from the direct
sequencing of an Alu sequence located in intron 9 of the
MED13 (THRAP1) gene was performed using the
ClustalW program (11) between the RNA segments and
the corresponding DNA with the A-to-I editing locations.
We used data from normal control and cancer patients
(the cancer analysis is given in the Supplementary Data).
Details of the preparation of the clones are available in
(12), which describes the source of the raw data. For the
normal control 69 RNA clones were used and for
the cancer patient 39 clones were studied. Although the
cDNA were generated from two diﬀerent sources, the
DNA sequences for the short segment under investigation
were identical. Editing locations were found within a span
of 144 genomic bases. All clones were found, even after
editing, to be speciﬁc for the same locus, without any
other potential genomic locus that could have provided
the source sequence. Editing locations are deﬁned as
locations that have A in the genome and G in at least
one RNA segment, since I is read as G by the sequencing
reaction after transformation to cDNA. By grouping all
the editing locations, ignoring all the locations that are not
edited in any RNA clone, we generated a dense matrix
with all the editing data (Figure 1).
We counted the number of editing events per location
and their standard deviation with and without the non-
edited sequences. For every editing location, we summed
the total number of editing events. The percentage of
editing events in every location was also calculated.
Motif analysis
Motif analysis was done by analyzing the nucleotides
located directly preceding and following each editing
and potential editing location. Due to the small number
of editing locations, there were not enough data to do
motif analysis for wider nucleotide ranges. For two
preceding and following nucleotides, only 74 nucleotide
6906 Nucleic Acids Research, 2009,Vol.37, No. 20Figure 1. Multiple alignment of editing locations. Graphical representation of the alignment with the edited clones. The ﬁrst row represents the
DNA root sequence and the following rows represent clones of RNA. Only locations that have at least one editing event are shown. The ﬁlled
rectangles with ‘G’ represent editing events. Column numbering gives the location in the complete alignment.
Nucleic Acids Research, 2009,Vol.37, No. 20 6907combinations out of the possible 256 were found in the
sequences.
Editing tree
We deﬁne an ‘Editing Tree’ as a tree representing the
diﬀerent editing paths. An editing path includes all the
editing events that separate the sequence of the edited
Alu from that of the parental DNA. In the editing tree,
the root of the tree is the DNA data and every node in the
tree represents an editing event. The trees were created
using a version of the IgTree
 program (13) that was
originally developed for creating lineage trees of
immunoglobulin genes (14,15). The new version was
tailored for creating editing trees. The length of the
RNA sequences checked for A-to-I editing was on the
order of a few hundred bases. The data used to create
the tree were derived from a single patient, so the root
(genomic DNA sequence) is the same for all RNA
sequences and the number of unique RNA sequences is
31. All the sampled sequences were incorporated into
the tree, some as leaves and some as internal nodes of
the tree. This corresponds to processes in which parent
and descendent sequences can coexist. For A-to-I
editing, those nodes are the diﬀerent RNA sequences
extracted from the cells. The parental relationship in the
editing tree is such that a node’s sequence contains all the
editing events that are present in the parent node sequence
plus an additional editing event. This relationship does not
necessarily suggest that RNA editing has a sequential
nature.
For creating the editing tree, the aligned sequences were
used. The requirements from the editing tree were: (i)
every node in the tree should be separated from its
immediate ancestor by only one editing event; (ii) all
editing events in the parent appear in all of its immediate
and non-immediate descendents and (iii) the tree will be
the minimal tree in terms of number of nodes. The ﬁrst
demand ensures that every editing event is represented in
the tree, the second that editing cannot revert to the
original sequence in the editing path and the last condition
ensures ﬁnding a minimal number of editing paths. To
create the tree, the distance (in terms of editing events)
is calculated for every pair of sequences and the possibility
of their having an ancestor–progeny relationship is found.
A preliminary tree is created using the derived parent–
child relationships that had the minimum parent–child
distance. The next stage is to ﬁll the tree with nodes that
represent individual editing events until the condition that
only one editing event separates every two connected
nodes in the tree is ﬁlled.
Editing tree analysis can show the relative popularity of
diﬀerent editing paths and the missing stages between the
diﬀerent editing stages. The editing tree can indicate if
there is a sequential order to the editing as reﬂected in
tree shape—sequential order would generate relatively
few long branches, with more than one identical sequences
found in most nodes. A random order of editing will
generate a highly branched tree with a small number of
copies of every sequence.
RESULTS
Identiﬁcation of the variety of diﬀerent transcripts per
Alu in a genome-wide editing database
To explore the diversity of transcripts derived from Alu
editing, we used a dataset of editing sites that were found
using alignment of EST sequences to the genome.
Although the data of full-length RNA comparisons are
much more reliable and therefore were used as the
default for most editing discovery studies (2,4,8,16),
ESTs (10) have the advantage of representing a vast
dataset with more than 5 million human EST sequences.
Thus, even after extensive cleaning procedures (5),
designed to remove less reliable sequences that have
discrepancies with the reference genome due to technical
artifacts or incorrect genome alignment, we found edited
Alus which are supported by more than one sequence,
allowing us to test the variety of edited transcripts.
We searched the RNA editing database (see ‘Materials
and Methods’ section) for editing clusters with at least
four editing sites that are all supported by at least four
diﬀerent ESTs. We found 173 such clusters (average 7.4
ESTs per cluster, median of ﬁve ESTs) containing 1106
editing sites in 1287 ESTs. In total, we detected 843 unique
transcripts in this set, much more (almost 5-fold) than the
173 genomic sequences that exist without editing. When
looking at the number of diﬀerent transcripts per cluster,
we found that the number of diﬀerent transcripts increases
with the number of ESTs (Figure 2). This observation
supports the scenario of large diversity due to editing.
Moreover, it seems that the diversity is much larger than
the number of sequences available in the databases, since
in most clusters with relatively few ESTs, the number of
the diﬀerent transcripts was close to the maximum
possible number of potential transcripts (up to seven
ESTs per cluster, total of 124 clusters). In many of the
cases where we did ﬁnd sequences with identical editing
patterns, they were derived from the same EST library,
raising the possibility that they represent a technical
duplication of the same clone rather than true independent
events with the same editing pattern.
When we looked at the way in which the ratio between
the number of diﬀerent transcripts and number of total
transcripts changes as a function of the number of editing
sites, we found, as expected, that the increase in the
number of editing sites increases the diversity in the
transcript population (Figure 2). Given that the data are
biased toward a small number of transcripts, even a small
number of editing sites created large diversity. Typically
the number of diﬀerent transcripts is lower than the total
number of transcripts (even when the latter is much
smaller than 2
N, the total number of possible combina-
tions), reﬂecting the fact that some combinations are far
more likely than others. However, the number of diﬀerent
transcripts does increase with the total number of
transcripts, consistent with the possibility that all 2
N
combinations would be realized given a suﬃciently large
theoretical number of transcripts. Moreover, as diﬀerent
transcripts do not usually display partial editing patterns
of other transcripts in their cluster, they are probably
diﬀerent transcripts and not incompletely edited and
6908 Nucleic Acids Research, 2009,Vol.37, No. 20processed transcripts captured before the editing process
was over. We expect the diversity to increase up to a
threshold that will reﬂect the level of complexity induced
by RNA editing. The threshold value will probably
depend on the number of editing sites in the Alu.
Although the set under investigation represents only a
fraction of the known edited Alus, which are probably
only a small fraction of the actual edited Alus (2–5), our
analysis of a large set of edited Alu sequences suggests that
diversity derived from Alu editing is widespread in the
human genome and is not limited to a small number
of loci.
Editing patterns and diversity detected in the analysis
of edited Alu
After observing the diversity derived from editing on a
genomic scale, we chose to focus on a single edited Alu
repeat for which a large sequence dataset of clones is
available, and the library of clones represents transcripts
that actually coexist in the same tissue. We used data of
an Alu sequence located in intron 9 of the MED13
(THRAP1) gene (see ‘Materials and Methods’ section
and (12) for more information including genomic
location). The signature of editing is an A residue in the
genome and G in some of the cDNA molecules at the
same location. Thus, in order to determine the location
of editing sites, multiple alignments of all the available 69
cDNA clones from a normal brain were performed against
the corresponding genomic sequence.
The genomic sequence used in this study has 41 genomic
encoded As and most of them, 31, were found to be edited,
while only 10 As have no evidence of editing in any
of the clones. In total, counting all editing events in
all 69 clones, 407 editing events were found. The
complete sequence of this Alu length is 296 nucleotides
long, while here we analyzed only the 145 nucleotides
for which sequence information was available for
all clones (Figure 1). Thus the total number of editing
sites in this Alu sequence is probably higher. For
comparison, only two editing sites were detected in the
same sequence during a previous large-scale genomic
screening for edited Alu (5). Those sites were predicted
based on the availability of only one RNA molecule that
aligns to this locus (AK123839—ﬁve editing events in total
for this RNA; the other three are located in adjacent
Alus). This demonstrates how the genomic screening
methods used in previous studies are far from suﬃcient
to describe the full editing picture of Alu sequences and
supports the ﬁnding of high editing diversity (described in
the previous section) based on the whole database.
Editing rates per location vary widely (Figure 3) with
the average number of editing events (that is, the editing
level) per editing location being 13.1 with a range of one to
45 editing events (out of 69 clones; hence the average
editing rate was 19%). About 2/3 of all editing events
are found in eight ‘hot spot’ locations. For every hot
spot, at least 34% of the clones are edited. Indeed, in
former studies on global editing in Alu sequences (2–5) it
was found that the Alu consensus has preferred editing
positions. To achieve maximum diversity the editing
probability for a site should be 50%, hence, hot spots,
which has the editing probability closest to this value,
are the main contributors to the diversity. In addition,
editing events outside the hot spots are more common in
clones with a large number of editing events, while clones
with a low number of hot spot editing events show lower
Figure 2. Transcriptome complexity is increased by A-to-I editing. Using a genome-wide dataset, we found groups with equal numbers of
transcripts. The number of diﬀerent transcripts due to editing, for an Alu with four (A), ﬁve (B), or six (C) available transcripts in total, shows
that editing increases the diversity in the transcriptome. The ﬁgures show the diversity—the ratio between the number of diﬀerent transcripts and
maximum possible number of diﬀerent transcripts—as a function of the number of editing sites. The colors represent the number of sequences found:
full black represents more than 15 sequences and light gray represents one sequence—the other shades are values between 1 and 15. Error bars
appear in the ﬁgure, but are usually too small relative to the data points to be visible.
Figure 3. Editing locations and level. Thirty-one editing sites were
found in the clones derived from normal brain. The distribution of
the editing is not even and eight locations are ‘hot spots’ for editing,
with more than 20 editing events in each. About two-thirds of all
editing events are found within these hot spots.
Nucleic Acids Research, 2009,Vol.37, No. 20 6909editing activity in the less-preferred spots as well. In total,
77% of the editing events in the less-edited clones are at
hot spots. Still, non-hot spot also contributes to the
overall diversity. It is not likely that the editing at the
hot spots occurs at a predetermined order, as there are
clones with diﬀerent editing combinations within the
hot spots.
Editing locations
The distribution of editing sites is not random in the Alu
sequence that we studied. Editing sites tend to come in
clusters, where neighboring editing sites within a cluster
are separated by ﬁve or fewer nucleotides. In addition,
there is a gap of 19 nucleotides without any observed
editing locations, although four A residues are located in
this gap. A possible explanation for the reduced editing in
this region is that when aligned to all the nearby Alu
repeats (in order to predict the structure of the dsRNA
formed when the Alu is hybridized with the reverse-
oriented Alus), the edited Alus contain a deletion of one
nucleotide at this gap (see Supplementary Data). This
deletion interferes with the formation of the double-
stranded structure which is needed for ADAR enzyme
activity. Interestingly, the other deletion within the
sequence, only 9bp downstream, seems to have little or
no eﬀect on the editing sites nearby, probably due to its
larger size (four nucleotides), which can form a bulge that
is less rigid than that of the single nucleotide, enabling
the surrounding region to maintain binding to their
counterpart Alus.
Mismatches do not seem to reduce the level of editing
and an A–C mismatch is actually preferred at the most
edited sites (see Supplementary Data), in agreement with
previous reports (3,5,17). In addition, we observed a
higher number of editing locations in the left arm of the
Alu repeat.
Editing creates a diverse clone population
Not all the editing sites are actually edited in all clones and
distinct editing patterns generate diﬀerent transcripts.
In theory, a locus with N independent editing sites can
generate up to 2
N diﬀerent transcripts. Having the set of
edited Alu clones allows us to probe the actual number of
distinct transcripts and the dependencies, if any, of the
editing sites on one another.
In order to achieve diversity, only a subset of the editing
sites should be edited in each transcript, and indeed, we
found that the average number of editing events per
clone is about one-fourth of the possible editing sites,
7.27±3.76 editing events per clone on average, out of
31 editing sites (a site is deﬁned as an A residue with
evidence for editing in at least one clone) in the tested
locus. The most highly edited clone has 18 editing sites
(Figure 4).
Counting the transcripts with deﬁned numbers of
editingevents,wefound56outof69transcriptsthatunder-
went editing, resulting in 30 unique edited transcripts.
Thus, a large number of diﬀerent transcripts indeed
arise, but there is also some redundancy. Most of the
edited patterns are repeated more than once; the same
exact editing pattern can be found in up to four clones
in the database. Of the 56 edited clones, 9 are found only
once, 18 twice, 1 thrice and only 2 clones appear four
times. The large fraction of clones that appear only once
suggests that the complete repertoire of edited clones
is not fully represented in the current set. However,
the unbalanced distribution strongly suggests that most
transcripts derived from the same Alu belong to a
relatively small group of transcripts and not every
possible transcript is created in the transcriptome.
Reconstructing the editing path
RNA editing takes place in double-stranded RNA
(dsRNA). In humans, most of the target RNA structures
are formed between two inverted Alu repeats. It was
observed that nearly all A-to-I substitutions result in
altered stability of the dsRNA structure (3,5). Therefore,
each editing event alters the potential for editing of the
surrounding As. Edited transcripts can be edited again at
additional sites due to this dynamic process. Those sites
may not have been accessible targets for the ADAR in the
initial dsRNA structure. Thus, some of the diﬀerent clones
may represent RNA molecules sampled at diﬀerent phases
of the editing process. Another aspect of this unique
dynamic process is that the editing reaction occurs only
in the ‘forward’ direction, with no known mechanism to
reverse the process and restore the editing site back to A.
Based on this mechanistic knowledge, we can recon-
struct parts of the diﬀerent editing paths. Two clones
that have editing events at exactly the same locations,
with only one of them having additional editing sites,
were considered to be members of the same editing path,
with the one that has additional sites belonging to a later
stage in the path’s development. We constructed the
editing paths (see the ‘Materials and Methods’ section
for more detail). This algorithm is optimized toward
Figure 4. Diﬀerent populations of clones have the same number of
editing sites. The columns in the graph represent the number of
RNA sequences, shown for each number of editing events. There is a
large number of unedited sequences—13 clones—that are identical to
the DNA root (zero editing events). The diﬀerent color patterns in
some of the other columns represent diﬀerent clone groups (each
clone is identical to the others in the group). It can be seen that, for
a given number of editing events, there is usually more than one edited
transcript.
6910 Nucleic Acids Research, 2009,Vol.37, No. 20creating the minimal path, in terms of number of editing
steps, and therefore it probably cannot reconstruct the
actual editing history; however, it allows us to visualize
the editing stages in a clear and intuitive manner.
Based on the information in Figure 4, it is clear that
there is more than one path for editing in the Alu locus.
We can also see that some of the editing patterns occur
more frequently than others, and indeed, when construct-
ing the editing tree (Figure 5), some paths have more
sequence copies in them. This may indicate that there
are not only hot spots of editing and more common
editing patterns, but also some sort of ‘hot paths’.
It is important to note that the editing path does not
represent the actual order of the editing reactions, but the
diﬀerent potential combinations of editing events.
The more highly utilized an editing location, the nearer
it will be to the root of the tree. The accuracy of the tree is
reduced for sequences that include many editing events,
since they have a greater number of paths available to
them.
The clones were derived from normal brain tissue and
this repertoire probably resembles the repertoire of edited
RNA molecules in a wide range of brain cells and in
diﬀerent ranges of time since their transcription. Thus, it
is reasonable to assume that end nodes indeed represent,
in most cases, ﬁnal edited RNA, and not intermediate
RNA sequences before the editing reaction was termina-
ted. Moreover, A-to-I RNA editing is believed to occur
in the nucleus immediately after transcription, prior to
intron removal (18). The clones represent the total
population of RNA in the cells; thus, the sample clones
are probably enriched in ﬁnal editing product.
Indeed, based on the tree, we found that the 30 clone
groups belong to 20 diﬀerent subpaths, and most of the
clones, 35 out of 69, are in end nodes, while only 21 are in
internal nodes. The end nodes most likely represent ﬁnal
editing products as most end nodes are supported by more
than one clone. Although the tree model yields only the
approximate structure of the actual editing path tree, it is
very useful for gaining insight into the editing process.
Empty circles in Figure 5 represent editing stages in the
path that have no intermediate representative; such empty
circles represent sites where the previous editing events
dramatically increase the subsequent editing potential,
while ﬁlled circles represent editing events that appear to
negatively inﬂuence subsequent editing events. Clustering
of such events between node positions occupied by clones
suggests that editing occurs in bursts, in which several sites
are edited in proximate times. However, not all such
groups of sites are physically adjacent in the sequence,
which may suggest that several ADARs proteins may
simultaneously edit those sites, in agreement with the
observation that ADAR acts as a dimer (19). Thus, each
ADAR may bind to slightly diﬀerent regions of the target
dsRNA.
Three hot paths were discovered, containing 9, 11 and
13 events. If we interpret the paths as an approximate
description of editing stages, then the subsequent path is
highly dependent on where the ﬁrst editing event took
place. For example, if the initial editing event takes
place at position 75, it opens a cascade of subsequent
editing events, but if the ﬁrst editing occurs at position
66, a complete cessation of the process generally results.
There are sequences that share the same path (the
number of copies in a node is more than one), and
others that are intermediate stages of sequences that are
subsequently subjected to additional editing, but in most
cases, there is only a small overlap in the editing paths
(Figure 5). Overall it seems that editing in one location
Figure 5. A-to-I editing tree of a normal control sequence. The editing
tree was created from the alignment of the cDNA sequences with the
DNA sequence. The root of the tree is the DNA sequence and the gray
nodes are the edited RNA sequences. The empty nodes are intermediate
stages between the DNA and RNA, that were not detected in the
library, but were deduced by the program. The numbers in the grey
nodes are the numbers of copies found in the alignment where the root
of the tree also includes the number of exact copies of the DNA
sequence. The numbers beside the edges represent the location of the
editing event separating each node from its parents. Every editing event
represented by a node is found in all its direct and indirect descendents.
Nucleic Acids Research, 2009,Vol.37, No. 20 6911does not predict editing at another location and from
examining the highly branched A-to-I tree, it is clear
that there is no ﬁxed editing path for all the sequences.
The starting point of editing seems to be mainly in
the hot spots. Sequences with a small number of editing
events (1–3) have, in most cases, at least one editing event
in a hot spot. This makes them a probable location for
the editing stating point. Sequences with more editing
events are more likely to have some events in locations
that are not hot spots.
Flanking sequence motifs
A-to-I RNA editing occurs in the context of a duplex
structure and ADAR enzymes bind to their targets
through their dsRNA-binding domains. However, the
mechanism of selection of speciﬁc adenosine residues to
be edited has not been deﬁned to date. By analyzing
several ADAR targets (17,20,21), and recently by explor-
ing the large set of Alu editing (2–5) in human and mouse
repeats (8), some sequence preferences were determined.
Elucidation of the editing motif in Alu was based on the
detection of edited Alu in a large-scale alignment of cDNA
sequences to the genome. However, although the con-
sensus was calculated based on a large number of diﬀerent
RNA molecules, this approach has two main drawbacks.
The ﬁrst is that only the most highly edited sites in Alu are
generally represented in the large set of RNA molecules.
Moreover, since the RNA was derived from diverse
genomic locations of Alu repeats, motif detection could
vary based on the background sequence. In the case of
the MED13 Alu, we have a comprehensive coverage of
the editing sites with detailed information of their
editing level coupled with a ﬁxed background. These
properties provide a realistic simulation of the actual
editing process, as the editing enzyme faces multiple
copies of the same RNA derived from the same Alu
locus. This allowed us to search for a set of motifs that
are related to editing events in this member of the AluSx
family.
We found a correlation only between the nucleotides
adjacent to editing sites and the editing level (Table 1).
An A or T preceding the edited A increases the probability
of an editing event versus a C or G at this location.
Correspondingly, A and G are more common following
the editing site. We could not detect any speciﬁc motif that
characterizes hot spots. On the other hand, no editing
occurs at potential editing locations having G both
preceding and following the editing site. If G precedes
the edit site and C or T follows it, then the frequency of
editing is low. The editing frequency is also low when the
preceding nucleotide is C and the following one is not G,
in general agreement with the motifs previously detected
for large-scale editing in Alu.
DISCUSSION
The understanding of the biological implication of Alu
editing is in its initial stage, thus detailed characterization
is needed. In this study, we provide evidence that the
actual number of A-to-I RNA editing sites in the human
genome is probably much larger than previously found.
Moreover, based on analysis of the dataset of edited Alu
loci and a clone set of a single Alu locus we demonstrate
that editing generates a large number of diﬀerent isoforms.
Finally, based on data from available clones, we con-
structed a consistent model that describes the diﬀerent
paths by which editing patterns are generated in a single
locus.
The numbers of editing sites in the human genome,
reported so far using alignments of cDNA (2,4,16) and
ESTs (5) to the genome, probably reﬂects an under-
estimate due to limited sampling. Indeed, there is
evidence for an elevated level of editing sites in human
(3) and rat brain (22). Our results suggest, assuming that
the Alu sequence chosen for this study is a typical one, that
the number of editing sites in any edited Alu is much
higher than previously presupposed. In particular, the
numbers of sites in this Alu locus are 20-fold higher,
when examined in a set of 69 clones, relative to the
number of sites detected earlier. It is possible that higher
coverage will detect an even larger set of editing sites
where the upper limit is, of course, the number of ‘A’s
in the Alu locus. With such a large amount of editing
sites, the possible number of diﬀerent transcripts that
can be derived from one edited Alu exponentially
increases.
In many ways, RNA editing is reminiscent of single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). In both cases, a
nucleotide in the consensus genome is replaced by
another in some of the sequences generated from various
specimens. Indeed, many of the known RNA editing sites
were mistakenly deposited into SNP databases (dbSNP)
(23–25). Based on the similarity between those two sources
of genomic diversity, one would expect to ﬁnd that, as in
Table 1. Editing locations and potential editing location motifs
Before After Frequency Events Percentage of edited
A A 7 73 15.11
A C 3 51 24.64
A G 3 67 32.37
A T 4 27 9.78
C A 3 1 0.48
C C 1 2 2.9
C G 4 40 14.49
CT 1 00
G A 3 26 12.56
G C 1 3 4.35
GG 3 0 0
G T 3 3 1.45
T A 3 49 23.67
T C 3 20 9.66
T G 1 45 65.22
TT 0 00
For every appearance of A in the DNA, the preceding and following
nucleotides were characterized. We counted frequency of every
nucleotide arrangement in the DNA (third column) and the number
of editing events, out of the 407 total editing events, that occurred in
locations with each arrangement in the entire database (fourth column).
The last column shows the percentage of edited motifs out of the total
number of appearances of the motif in the alignment. The distribution
of the editing events is not even for all nucleotide arrangements.
6912 Nucleic Acids Research, 2009,Vol.37, No. 20SNPs, clusters of nearby events will form a few highly
correlated haplotype blocks (26), thereby dramatically
reducing the potential diversity from an exponential
number of possible combinations to a much lower
number of combinations. Surprisingly, the picture that
emerges for Alu editing seems to be very diﬀerent from
that of SNPs. Although some of the transcripts do appear
multiple times, we observed 30 distinct sequences derived
from only 56 edited transcripts. Many additional low-
abundance transcripts will probably be detected with an
increased sample size. This result is unexpected, since
editing events have a signiﬁcant impact on dsRNA
structure. Editing of one site should have impact on
editing in nearby sites; thus one may expect to see a
reduced number of diﬀerent editing events based on the
dependencies between editing locations. However, the
above analysis suggests that such modiﬁcations of
editing probabilities are weak. Accordingly, no single
‘chain reaction’ path for the editing events is observed
in the editing tree. Possibly, higher-coverage data, employ-
ing next-generation sequencing methods (27) could reveal
site–site correlations. Further research is needed in
order to determine the exact mechanism(s) governing
the use of editing to generate multiple transcripts. Such
a model should take into consideration that two ADAR
isozymes may play a role in Alu editing, each with a
somewhat diﬀerent substrate speciﬁcity, as was observed
for the mouse Alu counterpart—the B1 and B2 SINEs
repeats (28).
The most common mechanism for transcript
diversiﬁcation is alternative splicing, with big majority of
the genes in the human genome estimated to have more
than one variant (29,30). In an extreme example, up to
38016 (=12*48*33*2) diﬀerent isoforms are theoreti-
cally feasible in the ﬂy DSCAM gene (31). However,
these numbers seem modest compared to the diversity
that can be achieved in even one Alu locus through
editing. For example, the Alu studied here has at least
31 editing sites, enabling the generation of up to
2147483648 (=2
31) diﬀerent isoforms. The real number
of transcripts produced is certainly much lower, but when
taking into account that thousands of genes have edited
Alu loci, and in many cases several edited sites, one may
conclude that diversity in the human transcriptome due to
editing is much higher than that caused by alternative
splicing. It is not known yet if this diversity has biological
implications, and indeed, most of the editing events do not
lead to production of diﬀerent proteins, since they are
usually located in noncoding parts of a gene. However,
some of the Alu repeats do change the proteomic
outcome and, in those cases, such as the NARF gene
(32), many diﬀerent proteins could potentially emerge.
Additionally, some cases of editing clusters were recently
discovered that are located in non-Alu repeats in the
coding sequences of proteins (24,33). For example, in
the BLCAP protein, editing was shown to change at
least three amino acids and can generate proteomic
diversity. However, the only RNA with cluster of editing
sites in the coding region studied so far is the 5-HT2CR
gene, where ﬁve edited sites were discovered, leading to up
to 24 receptor isotypes, some of them with deﬁned
functional diversity (34,35). Diversity of Alu can inﬂuence
not only the mature protein coding sequences, but can also
play a role in the regulation of a gene’s expression by
alteration of the signature sequences of miRNA targets.
Indeed it was recently demonstrated that the Alu
consensus contains such sequence motifs (36). Multiple
editing sites within miRNA were detected as well (37,38).
Several studies link RNA editing to brain functionality;
editing is much more prevalent in primates (16), takes
place to the greatest degree in the brain, mediates diversi-
ﬁcation of neuronal proteins and is linked to neuronal/
behavioral phenotypes (22,24,34,39–44). Together, these
ﬁndings suggest that Alu editing may be involved,
through an as yet an unknown mechanism, with human
brain activity (16,45–47).
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